THE HUMANITIES INSTITUTE AT STONY BROOK AND THE CENTER FOR KOREAN STUDIES PRESENT

"From North Korea to Cuba: A Conversation Between Third World Internationalisms"

WED APRIL 1, 2020
4PM IN HUMANITIES RM 1006
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Dakota State University
“Beyond the Hermit Kingdom Label: North Korea & the Anti-Colonial World”

Anne Garland Mahler
University of Virginia
“Tkkgf Ykdkf Lxldji Jsdlsa Pldhshfs &Hdld Rdkf Wkdjif”

Co-sponsored/co-organized by Center for Korean Studies and HISB. Part of the Humanities Institute at Stony Brook theme year, “Healing: Survival and Resiliency in the Arts and Humanities”, The Humanities Institute at Stony Brook | 1013 Humanities Bldg | Stony Brook University | Stony Brook, NY 11794-5354. If you need an accessibility-related accommodation, please call 631-632-6748. Stony Brook University/SUNY is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educator and employer.

QUESTIONS? WWW.STONYBROOK.EDU/HISB